MINORITY IS ABLE TO BEAT M'ADDOO

300 Odd Delegates Can
Block Nomination.

TWO-THIRDS RULE STAYS

System by Which Wilson Was
Chosen May Defeat
Son-In-Law.

TANNAMY'S JRE IS ROUSED

Boss Murphy Is Much on Job
And Is Ready to Fight
Candidacy.

By HUGH B. PIPER.

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., June 28—
Editorial Correspondent—Boss Murphy and
there are no others—but a lep-id delegate
without favorably. The two
thirds rule is a travesty on a free
democracy, and the two rules are un
reason on free opinion and free
action, but he does little more than
lack you behind a convenient dust
and let you dwell with warmth
next to you.

As Mark Twain said about the
beating, everybody complained about
it, but nobody does anything.

All the boys liked the
beating, but tradition is all power
over the democratic world, and
their ligamentous objection was
expressed in an occasional
frenzy. After Andrew Jackson's
day, there was no other good
cause for which the public
and distinguished
from the democratic
dissent. It might not be
healthy for them, but
the dispute got out from under
the wheels.

Veto Power Chief Utility.

The chief utility of the
incumbent, whom it is essential to note

Nothing can ever be done in the
way of any change in the two thirds
rule, except by the gradual
slowing down of the dust
in the last. It often does
but this.
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